Candice Reyes Quintet “Your Way” Album Release
Just Announced Tour in the U.S. and Mexico

Featuring six-time Grammy Award winner & jazz renowned bassist
Christian McBride
Newark, NJ Release Date: December 16, 2018. For Immediate Release
Since 2015 El Paso-born jazz vocalist Candice Reyes and her quintet have been
disclosing their newest project “Your Way” in New York and New Jersey. The newest
album includes original compositions and arrangements produce by Juarez native
saxophonist Abel Mireles. The album “Your Way” reflects on emotions and challenges
encountered in one’s journey through life.
CRQ “Your Way” 2018 tour began November 17th and will continue throughout the
end of the year. The CRQ’s fan base continues to expand throughout the New York
area as well as the southwest region. Information about their 2018 tour is listed on
their Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and website: https://www.candicereyes.com/
“Your Way” single is now available on iTunes, Spotify, and Cdbaby. The original song
written by Candice Reyes and Abel Mireles unveils the creative sounds and emotions
that this project portrays.
“Candice Reyes is seeking to be a creator of music, never the imitator.” – The City Magazine
“For Candice, the art form offers freedom of expression, and a way to sublimate her inner emotional life
into a masterpiece for the world to imbibe.” – The City Magazine
“She has a soul in her...” – Christian McBride
“When she sings, Reyes feels the emotion of the songs and their words and tries to be a storyteller for her
audience. – Su Casa Magazine

“Your Way” was arranged and produced by Reyes’s husband Abel Mireles, who’s
hometown is Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico. It features Candice Reyes on vocals, Abel
Mireles on saxophone, Charlie Dougherty on bass, Will Dougherty on piano, Joe
Spinelli on drums, with special guest Christian McBride on bass, and Nathan Eklund on
trumpet, both appearing on several tracks on the album. The album was recorded at

Tedesco Studios in Paramus, NJ. Both Candice and Abel had the opportunity to direct
most of the production, marketing, and advertising of the album through their
organization called The Jazz Exchange. Candice Reyes also worked with graphic
designer and photographer Chris Drukker. This project was made possible by the
contributions of hundreds of fans, family, and friends who supported the CRQ through
their 2018 Kickstarter campaign.
CRQ’s “Your Way 2018 Tour” explores new audiences and concert settings. We look
forward to sharing some of the moments captured throughout the tour. Tickets and
more information can be found at: http://www.thejazzexchange.org/
TOUR:
Nov. 17 – Nyack, New York @ Nyack Library
Dec. 16 – Newark, New Jersey @ Clements Place
Dec. 21 – Juarez, Chihuahua MX @ Centro Cultural Paso Del Norte
Dec. 22 – El Paso, Texas @ Star City Studio
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The Jazz Exchange
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